
INTERNSHIP REFLECTION 

When beginning my job/internship, here at GameStop, I easily got comfortable with the 

environment and the daily tasks they needed me to complete. The main task I am responsible 

for is registering mailed-in products into the computers, Distral Specialist. I understood the 

procedures of my position and am trying to obtain my own personal method into performing 

my job. Overall we all share similar responsibilities, mainly serving a customer. I am always 

learning new methods in communicating with the customer, through co-worker’s review on my 

performance, self evaluation and adjustments, and new incoming advertisements. Working 

there I know I have potential in doing well with my communication skills to give excellent 

service to a customer. We have a professional appearance to our customers but also build 

relationships with new and loyal customers allowing a more friendly conversation and 

connection. This allows us to understand the personality of our customers and give them more 

personal suggestions to fit their characteristics when it comes to their purchases and gaming 

experiences. I will always be learning and gaining experience each and every day that I work. 

Even if I get into being a regular employee my charisma, planning, and advertising skills will 

always come into practice. These simple skills are common and can benefit me throughout my 

whole life personal and professional. This is not only an “internship” but my very first job. Not 

just a job but an opportunity to work in a place that pertains to my future career choice. It is a 

great privilege to be able to come in to the GameStop store as an employee and contribute to 

the company’s success and profits. Even though I started my internship late, I was and am 

completely happy and thrilled that I had gotten to work here for the internship as well as after 

the end of this class. 


